HOW TO SCRATCHBUILD WITH EVERYDAY HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS.
by
Alan K Rogers
of New Creations Victorian Railroad Buildings
Village Collectors have a large selection of collection opportunities at their disposal from suppliers all over the world. In this article, I will demonstrate how we
can augment our collections with home-made structures that can be built without
specialized materials or equipment.
I am priveleged to belong to an online community called New Tracks Modeling.
We have several members who use ordinary household items to create some magnificent structures. We also have “Build Alongs” on our online shows, where
attendees purchase kits and build together on the show. This article will follow
that model, in a sort of “Build Along.”

This shed stands close to my home. It is probably one of the oldest buildings in
my town. This structure will look good on any diorama, and occupies a small
footprint.
To build this model, you will need the following items:
1. Wooden coffee stir sticks
2. Cardboard drink box. This is the box that contains cans of soda from the store.
3. Cambric dust fabric that is found under sofas. Get the finest weave possible
from the fabric store. One yard will last you a long time.
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4.Alleene’s Tacky glue and other cements of your choice.
5.Isopropyl alcohol (any strength)
6.Black leather dye
7.Paint of your choice.
Although specialized tools are not necessary, the following will make your job
easier. You will use these tools on other projects for years to come:
1.The Chopper from Northwest Shortline. Their website is www.nwsl.com
2.Architectural three-sided ruler.
3.Weights. I use antique sad irons from the antique store.
4.Magnetic Gluing Jig from Micromark. Their website is www.micromark.com
5.Exacto knife of your choice.
To begin construction, mix the leather dye with the isopropyl alcohol in a large
jar. I use a pickle jar.
Dump your wooden coffee stirers in this mixture, then allow them to dry. You
will see that they resemble old wood that has been outside.
Next, cut a 4-1/2” by 6-1/2” piece of the drink carton with your Exacto knife,
using your architectural ruler as a straightedge. This will serve as your roof substructure. Draw a line in the middle of the cardboard. This will be your roof
peak.
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Then, using your ruler and Exacto knife, cut 3/4” strips of the black Cambric
cloth. This cloth will resemble felt roofing material.
Starting from the outside edges lengthwise, glue these strips to the printed side
of your drink carton piece using Alleene’s tacky glue. Overlap them slighly as
you work your way inwards towards the middle. It helps the realism to cut the
strips randomly lengthwise as you apply them to the cardboard. This step is very
messy, but Alleene’s glue will wash off your hands easily with soap and water.
After applying the strips, cover with wax paper and place under the weights until
this time tomorrow.

Remember, this shed was probably built by the property owner and their uncle
circa 1925. Make the roof look as amateurish as possible. If glue pools up and
dries during this process, don’t worry about it. You will see how it contributes to
the overall effect.
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Now, you will cut 4 pieces of soda can carton, using the following templates. Cut these pieces with the print side up:

‹-------------------------›

‹-------------------------------------6”--------------------------------------›

2”

¼”
‹--1-1/4”---›

‹-------------------------›

‹-------------------------------------6”--------------------------------------›

2”

Window is
1” x 3/4”

Doorway is
1-3/4” x 3/4”

2”

‹-----------------------------›

Doorway is
2” x 2”

‹-------------------------›

‹¼”›

2-¾”

‹--------------------3-3/4” --------------------› ‹--------------------3-3/4” --------------------›
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Now, you will attach siding to your cardboard subsrtucture. The Chopper
tool will prove very useful in this process, and you will enjoy using it on
other projects for years to come.
Start on the walls with no window or door openings. Set the stop on the
The Chopper to match the height of your wall, and start cutting the
pre-stained lumber. You waill want to cover the print on the cardboard as
much as possible. If gaps appear, don’t worry. You can touch up with
paint later. Begin applying the wood, using a cement of your choice.
When you complete a wall section, put it under weights until the cement
is thoroughly dry. This might take several days.
On the wall sections with door and window openings, cut the wood
length to match the area you are covering, then apply.

You may make some random wood pieces by slicing the boards lengthwise. This would contribute to a realistic effect as shown.
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You will see that I used some lumber to make frames and a sill for the door and
window. Details like this will improve the overall effect. Use some lumber to
fabricate front doors on the building. You may position them opened or closed.
Next, attach the walls together at the corners. After the cement is thoroughly
dry, you may paint the structure if you wish. I used a light overspray of red
paint in my airbrush to simulate faded paint. You may use aerosol spray paint if
you do not own an airbrush.
Next, attach your roof. You may use weights, rubber bands or clamps to hold
the roof in place until the cement dries.
Next, you may add details. Really dirty this little shed up. You may sprinkle dirt
on the roof and cement it with hairspray. You may use weathering chalks if you
wish. Use your artistic sense and make this little building YOURS.
I hope you found this project enjoyable, and that it inspires you to scratchbuild
other structures. They will make your Holiday Village unique and interesting.

To see more of Alan’s awesome
creativity, check out his website.

It is also listed on our
“Forums & Links” page

